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Abstract: This paper describes the approach to use measurement data to enhance the simulation
model for designing freeform optics. Design for manufacturing of freeform optics is still challenging,
since the classical tolerancing procedures cannot be applied. In the case of spherical optics
manufacturing, tolerances are more or less isotropic, and this relationship is lost in case of freeform
surfaces. Hence, an accurate performance prediction of the manufactured optics cannot be made.
To make the modeling approach as accurate as possible, integration of measured surface data
of fabricated freeform optics in the modeling environment is proposed. This approach enables
performance prediction of the real manufactured freeform surfaces as well as optimization of the
manufacturing process. In our case study this approach is used on the design of an Alvarez-optics
manufactured using a microinjection molding (µIM) process. The parameters of the µIM process
are optimized on the basis of simulation analysis resulting in optics, with a performance very close
to the nominal design. Measurement of the freeform surfaces is conducted using a tactile surface
measurement tool.
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1. Introduction

With the advancement of modern precision optical fabrication technologies, freeform optical
components can be manufactured with a sufficiently high accuracy [1,2]. Under this condition,
a spherical surface is not anymore the only choice in current optical design. Due to their enlarged
degrees of freedom and strong possibilities of aberration correction, optical freeform surfaces are
increasingly used in different fields of application, including vehicle lighting [3,4] or ophthalmic
applications [5–8] as well as beam expanders [9]. From the geometrical viewpoint, an optical freeform
surface has non-rotationally symmetric features, while from the aspect of fabrication and design,
an optical freeform surface is regarded as an optical surface that leverages a third independent
axis during the fabrication process to form the optical surface with as-designed non-symmetric
features [10]. Both viewpoints reveal the basic feature of the non-rotational symmetry of optical
freeform surfaces, which is a challenge for the optical community. Surface shapes of freeform optics
range from weak deviations from spherical surface to surface shapes without any symmetries [10],
e.g., Alvarez-optics [11] or optics using mutual rotation of two helically formed surfaces for tuning of
the focal length [12–19].

Since deviations in position and shape of freeform surfaces cannot be expressed by traditional
classification of rotational symmetric surfaces, the classical tolerancing procedures cannot be used
in designing and manufacturing freeform optics [20], hence a performance estimation of real
manufactured optical subsystems is not possible using the conventional approach of a tolerance
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analysis [21]. Standardization bodies address these problems by adapting the existing standards to
freeform optics [22]. In [23], the option to use a fit of the surface form deviation to determine surface
form errors of real manufactured surfaces is explicitly mentioned.

Quality of optical surfaces can be evaluated and characterized using a variety of measures:
Root mean square (RMS) errors as well as peak to valley (PV) errors are used to describe low-spatial
frequency (LSF) errors, power-spectra density analysis can be used to analyze mid-spatial frequency
(MSF) errors like spokes or ripples [24,25]. Based on these figures the manufacturing accuracy can
be characterized but no conclusions can be drawn regarding the optical performance in the case
where freeform optics are used in a manufactured subsystem. To be able to use optical simulation for
performance prediction of a manufactured system, the optical simulation model has to be enhanced by
means of measurement data of the manufactured freeform surfaces [26,27].

In addition, the performance prediction based on a model enhancement by means of metrology
data can be used to optimize manufacturing parameters. In particular, this might be useful to improve
the performance of freeform optics designed-for-manufacture by low-cost mass fabrication methods
such as replication technologies (like µIM) [28]. As a result, mass fabrication methods can compete
with highly precise and more expensive single-part manufacturing processes, such as ultraprecision
diamond machining.

We propose the use of measured surface data of fabricated freeform optics in the modeling
environment to make the modeling approach as accurate as possible. Due to the non-symmetric
shape of optical freeform surfaces, the manufacturing tolerances are usually not isotropic as it is
assumed for spherical optics. For this reason, the analyzation of the measured surface data of the real,
manufactured optics is of great interest. This approach allows predicting the optical performance of
the real manufactured freeform surfaces.

In this paper, a method is demonstrated to use metrology data to enhance the model to be able
to predict the optical performance of the manufactured system. The article is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the manufacture of the freeform optics by µIM. In Section 3, analysis and model
enhancement by means of metrology data from the manufactured freeform optics are demonstrated.
The paper closes with conclusions in Section 4.

2. Manufacture of the Freeform Optics

The manufacture of the freeform optics was conducted using a µIM-replication process. The initial
Alvarez-surface is described by Equation (1).

z(x, y) = 0.01958x2y + 0.00629y3, (1)

µIM has the potential to fabricate optical components with low cycle times, usually ranging from
seconds to minutes. In the first step, a molding tool, i.e., a negative form of the component, must be
produced. In mold design, shrinkage compensation and placement of runners and vents have to
be considered. Manufacturing parts in small dimensions frequently leads to a freezing of the melt
due to the disadvantageous surface to volume ratio, thus representing a particular challenge in µIM.
Simulating the mold flow can prevent this problem: information about the impact of different process
parameters can be gathered and used to optimize the molding process.

A set of injection molding simulation experiments was carried out to form a basis to design the
mold and to derive the process parameters [29]. On the basis of these simulation experiments, molding
tools were fabricated by which the freeform optics was molded. Figure 1 depicts a photograph of a
freeform lens manufactured by the µIM process.
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Figure 1. Freeform lens manufactured by the µIM process. 

An atomic scale profiler was used to measure the manufactured surfaces. The profiler used was 
a Panasonic UA3P with a resolution of ±0.1 µm at an inclination angle of 70°. The measurement range 
was adjusted to φ5 mm. Measurements were conducted on concentric circles, the spatial frequency 
was set to 48 cyc/aperture, resulting in a radial distance of 0.1 mm. One measurement consists of 
50,000 measurement points. The measurement was targeted to detect the surface form deviation 
error, which is an LSF error. To analyze MSF errors linear scanning of the sample would be the 
preferred procedure. One advantage of conducting the measurement on radial paths is avoidance of 
a device oscillation. Figure 2 depicts the residuals in lens sag based on a reduced data set on a 48 × 
48 grid (2304 measurement points), plotted along the measurement path (left) and as a contour plot 
(right). High residues are found at the coordinates near {2 mm, 2 mm} and {2 mm, −2 mm}. Otherwise, 
the surface looks notably smooth. Some non-uniformly distributed pits can be observed, interpreted 
as artifacts caused by the tactile measuring process.  

 
Figure 2. Surface residuals with regard to the nominal surface: plotted on the concentric measuring 
path (left), contour plot (right). 

3. Analysis and Results 

Analysis of the metrology data results in an averaged RMS value of 0.85 µm and an averaged 
PV value of 8.1 µm. Using RMS and PV residuals to evaluate the optical surface quality, it is obvious, 
that the smaller an RMS value is, the better the nominal geometry of the surface is resembled. The 
same holds for PV: the higher the PV value the larger the maximum deviation between measured 
and nominal surface. However, neither of the two values describe the optical performance due to 
geometrical deviations. It is not possible to derive how this surface deviation will affect the system’s 
optical performance. The absolute PV value of 8.1 µm seems to be very small for a 5 mm clear 
aperture. The same is true for the RMS error below 1 µm. In the event of spherical optics, no one 
would expect the optical performance to decrease significantly due to these small values. However, 
using freeform optics an estimation of the impact of geometrical deviations becomes less intuitive. 
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Figure 1. Freeform lens manufactured by the µIM process.

An atomic scale profiler was used to measure the manufactured surfaces. The profiler used was a
Panasonic UA3P with a resolution of ±0.1 µm at an inclination angle of 70◦. The measurement range
was adjusted to ϕ5 mm. Measurements were conducted on concentric circles, the spatial frequency
was set to 48 cyc/aperture, resulting in a radial distance of 0.1 mm. One measurement consists of
50,000 measurement points. The measurement was targeted to detect the surface form deviation error,
which is an LSF error. To analyze MSF errors linear scanning of the sample would be the preferred
procedure. One advantage of conducting the measurement on radial paths is avoidance of a device
oscillation. Figure 2 depicts the residuals in lens sag based on a reduced data set on a 48 × 48 grid
(2304 measurement points), plotted along the measurement path (left) and as a contour plot (right).
High residues are found at the coordinates near {2 mm, 2 mm} and {2 mm, −2 mm}. Otherwise,
the surface looks notably smooth. Some non-uniformly distributed pits can be observed, interpreted
as artifacts caused by the tactile measuring process.
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Figure 2. Surface residuals with regard to the nominal surface: plotted on the concentric measuring
path (left), contour plot (right).

3. Analysis and Results

Analysis of the metrology data results in an averaged RMS value of 0.85 µm and an averaged
PV value of 8.1 µm. Using RMS and PV residuals to evaluate the optical surface quality, it is obvious,
that the smaller an RMS value is, the better the nominal geometry of the surface is resembled.
The same holds for PV: the higher the PV value the larger the maximum deviation between measured
and nominal surface. However, neither of the two values describe the optical performance due to
geometrical deviations. It is not possible to derive how this surface deviation will affect the system’s
optical performance. The absolute PV value of 8.1 µm seems to be very small for a 5 mm clear aperture.
The same is true for the RMS error below 1 µm. In the event of spherical optics, no one would expect
the optical performance to decrease significantly due to these small values. However, using freeform
optics an estimation of the impact of geometrical deviations becomes less intuitive.
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To analyze the effect of geometric deviations due to the manufacturing processes, the simulation
model has to be enhanced by measured surface data. This approach enables simulation and
performance analysis of the real manufactured geometry. The surface fit on the measuring points
was conducted by means of a polynomial equation, since the nominal surface is also described by a
polynomial. The use of higher order polynomial terms is due to the complexity of freeform optics.
Surface generation using fourth order polynomials achieved better results than an approximation of
the surface based on spline interpolation [20]. Optical surfaces were often fitted by means of Zernike
polynomials. Zernike polynomials offer the advantage to describe directly low frequency errors and
hence, can be used as direct measure of optical aberrations. Since the individual Alvarez lens part
has no meaningful optical effect, optical aberrations cannot be assigned to the individual surfaces
directly. Hence, the advantage of using Zernike polynomials does not exist. Alvarez optics generate its
optical effect only in conjunction with a second element. Determination of form deviations of freeform
surfaces by means of a surface fit is conform to the modified ISO-10110 standard [23].

Table 1 depicts the functions generated by means of the surface fit, the RMS error between the
manufactured surface and the fitted function, and the mean error of the surface fit. The mean error as
well as the RMS error are small enough to allow a representation of the manufactured optics by the
fitted surface function given in Table 1. The simulation model now is enhanced by means of the fitted
surface function. A performance simulation based on the enhanced model allows for a comparison
of the optical performance with the originally designed nominal freeform surfaces. To quantify the
optical performance, the modulation transfer function (MTF) was applied as criterion. The MTF is an
accepted criterion to quantify the optical imaging quality of lenses or lens systems [29].

Table 1. Fitted function and its parameters. RMS and mean error describe the fit accuracy with respect
to the measured data.

Surface Functionz
(x,y) = a1 x4 + a2 x3y + a3 x2y2 + a4 xy3 + a5 y4 + a6 x3 + a7 x2y + a8 xy2 + a9 y3 + a10 x2 + a11 xy + a12 y2 + a13 x + a14 y

Injection-Molded Surface Parameter RMS [µm] Mean Error [1 × 10−16 µm]

a1 = 1.139 × 10−4

a5 = −8.416 × 10−5

a7 = 0.01832
a8 = −9.148 × 10−5

a9 = 6.636 × 10−3

a10 = 1.335 × 10−4

a11 = 2.688 × 10−4

a12 = 1.184 × 10−4

a14 = 2.915 × 10−3

0.105 −1.28

The performance of the manufactured Alvarez-optics was tested in an existing setup in context of
the development of the Artificial Accommodation System [8]. The AAS features a modular concept,
where housing as well as optical surfaces integrated in the housing is used for different varifocal
principles. Originally, the housing is designed for an optical subsystem using a lens moveable along
the optical axis to adjust the focal length. Hence, the rear-side optics is a negative aspheric lens.
Combining this rear-side optics with an Alvarez-optics, an aspherical inset lens has to be designed to
add a positive refraction power to the negative lens of the rear side. The optical performance of the
assembly containing the Alvarez-optics suffers from the adaptation of the existing setup. This strategy
leads to a degradation of the imaging quality, which can be observed by relatively poor values of the
MTF. Nevertheless, this setup is suitable to evaluate our approach to enhance the optical simulation
model by means of measurement surface data. The MTF of the central field was calculated using
the nominal surface of the Alvarez-optics and the fitted function corresponding to the µIM process.
Five different settings of the varifocal optics were used in the calculation corresponding to different
states of refraction power, respectively. Table 2 depicts the MTF of the fitted functions with respect to
the nominal values and the central field. The optical subsystem used suffers from a dependency of
the imaging quality (depicted by the MTF value) on the adjustment of focal length. This effect can be
observed in the nominal design as well as for the manufactured optics. The injection-molded optics
shows a non-acceptable decline in performance in particular at the infinite focus length.
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Table 2. Modulation transfer function (MTF) of the manufactured optics compared with the nominal
design (central field, evaluated at 40 cyc/mm).

Focal Length [m] MTF Nominal MTF Manufactured Relative MTF [%]

∞ 0.34 0.2 59
4 0.49 0.43 88

0.667 0.66 0.64 97
0.364 0.63 0.54 86
0.263 0.55 0.43 78

Figure 3 shows the graph of the MTF. Again, the central field is displayed in an adjustment
of an infinite focal length. The splitting of the curves in two parts is due to the non-rotationally
symmetric shape of the freeform optics. The transversal part is shown as solid line; the sagittal part
is represented as dashed line. The red curves describe the MTF of the nominal design, the blue
curves represent the MTF of the simulation based on the measurement data of the manufactured
Alvarez-optics. The reduced MTF of the manufactured optics is caused by geometrical part deformation
occurring in the µIM process. An uneven refractive index distribution may also contribute to the
poor MTF. An optimization of the µIM process was conducted to compensate for these two limiting
factors. Optimization of the molding process lead to different settings of the process parameters
and is described in detail in [28]. Figure 4 presents RMS and PV values of intermediate states
of the optimization for four samples, respectively. The initial setting is depicted as “original”.
Several corrections led eventually to the final process settings (µIM/comp) featuring a smooth
characteristic over all four samples. Based on the µIM/comp-process, modified Alvarez-optics
were manufactured.

Figure 5 shows the surface residuals for the compensated Alvarez-lens parts manufactured by
means of the µIM/comp-process.
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Figure 5. Surface residuals of the freeform optics manufactured using the µIM/comp-process (data set
on a reduced 48 × 48 grid). Left: plotted on the concentric measuring path; right: Contour plot.

Noticeable is the smooth surface. The improvement of the surface form deviation can be seen
clearly by comparing Figures 2 and 5. Of course, this aspect can also be seen regarding the PV and
RMS errors, resulting in 4.1 µm and 0.34 µm, respectively. Figure 6 shows the PV and RMS value of
the Alvarez-surface manufactured by the two microinjection molding processes. The improvement of
the compensated surface manufactured by means of the µIM/comp-process is obvious.
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To see if the optical performance of the freeform optics manufactured by the µIM/comp-process
meets the criterion to preserve the MTF of the nominal Alvarez-optics, the measured surfaces were
used to simulate the performance of the compensated Alvarez-optics. The approach used is the same
as described in case of the µIM process. Table 3 depicts the function used in the enhanced model.

Table 4 shows the resulting, simulated MTF based on the surface representation shown in Table 3
compared again with the nominal surface.
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Table 3. Function of the fitted point clouds as well as the RMS and mean errors showing the accuracy
of the fit.

Surface Functionz
(x, y) = a1 x4 + a2 x3y + a3 x2y2 + a4 xy3 + a5 y4 + a6 x3 + a7 x2y + a8 xy2 + a9 y3 + a10 x2 + a11 xy + a12 y2 + a13 x + a14 y

Surface Parameter RMS [µm] Mean Error [1 × 10−16 µm]

µIM/comp

a1 = −3.182 × 10−6

a2 = −3.180 × 10−5

a3 = −1.482 × 10−4

a5 = 5.137 × 10−5

a6 = −1.911 × 10−5

a7 = 0.0195

a8 = 6.796 × 10−5

a9 = 6.396 × 10−3

a10 = 1.335 × 10−4

a11 = 1.235 × 10−4

a12 = 8.923 × 10−5

a13 = −1.675 × 10−5

a14 = 1.235 × 10−4

0.147 −0.85

Table 4. MTF of the manufactured optics compared with the nominal design (central field, evaluated
at 40 cyc/mm).

Focal Length [m] MTF Nominal MTF µIM/Comp Relative MTF µIM/Comp [%]

∞ 0.34 0.34 100
4 0.49 0.47 98

0.667 0.66 0.65 98
0.364 0.63 0.63 101
0.263 0.55 0.55 100

The results presented in Table 4 show that the optics manufactured using the µIM/comp-process
performs very closely to the nominal value. The deviations in performance are as small as 2% in
maximum. The effect of improvement of the MTF by means of the µIM/comp-process can also be
observed in Figure 7 showing the graphs of the simulated MTFs for the different molding processes
(µIM and µIM/comp) in comparison with the nominal optics. The graphs are depicted for the central
field and an allocation of infinite focal length.
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Figure 7. MTF derived with the compensated injection-molded freeform optics included (green) in
comparison with Figure 3.

It is of no doubt that the values of RMS and PV are very useful to describe surface form deviations
and are of importance in the characterization of manufacturing quality. This research was designed to
show that PV and RMS errors alone are not sufficient to enable statements of the optical performance
of freeform optics. In the example shown even surface accuracies of 8.1 µm PV and 0.85 µm RMS do
not meet the performance requirements for a clear aperture of 5.0 mm. This was shown in case of
the uncompensated microinjection-molded freeform optics (see Figure 3). Using metrology data to
enhance the model offers the possibility to predict reasonably the expected optical performance of a
manufactured freeform optics.
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4. Conclusions

Freeform optics can be seen as an enabling technology since they allow completely new designs
of optical systems. Classical optical components have a rotational symmetric shape. The tolerances are
therefore describable by simple parameters, e.g., radius. Since freeform optics are lacking symmetry,
such simple tolerance parameters cannot be found. This makes the estimation of shape tolerances
nearly impossible as well as the estimation of the impact of manufacturing tolerances on the optical
performance. Doubtless, the use of PV and RMS data is very important to characterize and analyze the
manufactured optics with respect to quality and accuracy of the manufacturing processes. However,
a performance prediction of a fabricated optical system using freeform optics renders to be impossible
if only based on PV and RMS data. For performance prediction of the manufactured freeform optics in
an optical system, we propose the use of measurement data of the manufactured parts to enhance the
optical model. The enhanced model will better resemble the real system hence simulation results can
also be used to improve process optimization.

The approach was shown using Alvarez-optics as freeform surfaces. As manufacturing process,
a µIM process was used. It turned out, that freeform surfaces with seemingly insignificant PV and
RMS values could cause severe effects on the optical performance. This was shown for a freeform
optics with a 5 mm clear aperture by way of simulation of an enhanced model. Optimization of the
µIM process leads to improved optics with a maximum deviation of only 2% from the nominal MTF
values. These results show that enhancing the simulation model by means of metrology data will
allow for performance prediction of the optical system. This approach can also be used to evaluate
and optimize process parameters to improve the parts manufactured.
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